
 

 

 

  

 

 

RENTALS -  1 neon  $75          2nd rental $60          3rd rental   $50         BULK PKG $300 (7  neons) 

 

 

WEDDING NEONS     ANY OCCASION 

 

I DO (white) LET’S PARTY (red) 

CRAZY IN LOVE (red) #PARTY (pink/green) 

MR & MRS (white)                                                                             DIE WITH MEMORIES NOT DREAMS (blue)  

HAPPILY EVER AFTER (white & blue)                                                                    PROVE THEM WRONG (white) 

DRUNK IN LOVE (white)                                                                                            YOU ONLY LIVE ONCE (white) 

YOU MAKE ME HAPPY (multi) STAY WILD (yellow) 

 RAINBOW CLOUD 

SPECIAL OCCASION ANGEL WINGS (white) 

XV (hot pink) BAR (white) 

SWEET 16 (pink) SWEET SPOT (hot pink) 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY (white/blue) DANCE (yellow) 

OH BABY (white) CONGRATS (yellow) 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS (white) VOULEZ VOUS? (red) 

WILL YOU MARRY ME? (pink/blue)                                                               EL PASO STRONG (white & yellow) 

EL PASO STRONG (white/yellow)                                                                                    LIVE LAUGH LOVE (multi) 



 

 

 
Light up Letters 
 
 
 Each letter stands at 4ft by 2ft. with color changing capability.  The light up letters are certainly 
a main attraction and will definitely elevate the festive experience.  
 
Each letter has an individual plug so they can be spread as wide as you like. We provide the 
extension cable so it only requires the one plug socket from your venue.          

             
         
 

Bringing something new to the industry!        $85 per letter 
           discounts apply after 6 letters  
             
              
        

 
 

 

                                   



  

 

 

Backdrops 

 

White Floral Wall – 7x6 ft $150 

Beautiful white rose wall accented with hydrangeas and other florals to make this 

the perfect touch for any occasion 

 

Green Hedge Wall – 7x6ft $150 

Our Irresistible green hedge wall will make your neon pop for the perfect picture. 

Great for any occasion. 

 

Heart Vine Backdrop – 6x4 ft with black grid $125 

The delightful heart vine is absolutely charming and perfect for that unique 

picture. 

 

Gold Ring- 8x8 ft $100 

Gold metal circle with grids is stunning and glamorous. Terrific for any occasion. 

 

Black Grid Panel - 7x2ft $25 each 

Industrially Simple yet modern, great for any event.   Add 1 or more 



 

 

 

  

 


